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VENTURE ANALYSIS
Market Focus
The K-12 and post-secondary educational and study-support markets are a massive fragmented mosaic of flash
card apps, video channels, online quizzes, and everything in between. With hundreds of millions of registered monthly
users and no elegant way to manage and track use of these media, teachers are faced with either restricting
students’ use to a select few platforms, or leaving the students to make their own way. Zaffold stands to serve as the
sole access point, progress tracker, and reporting tool for learners and teachers.

WHAT PROBLEMS DOES IT ADDRESS?
•
•

Streamlines the issue of multiple URLs, logins, and accounts
Makes the tracking of progress through multiple channels practical

•

Makes non-traditional, non-classroom learning more meaningful

Oﬀering Type
Zaffold is an educational infrastructure and service, not a content provider. Zaffold is not a personalized learning app
or platform, but a conduit for accessing, tracking, and reporting on personalized learning. The key is supporting each
learner’s learning by streamlining the access to and tracking of different channels. With Zaffold, the emphasis on the
activities rather than the logins and accounts, and tracking student activity to inform the teacher on progress. Many
millions of people already participate in MOOCs for their own learning [1], and can pay to get academic credit for it.
With Zaffold all online learning is tracked and data is fed to the teacher. Like a password manager but for education,
students can keep using all the educational videos and quiz games they love with one single login.

WHY IS THIS BETTER THAN ALTERNATIVES?
Many of the educational technology venture pitches are blue sky, distant future, requiring non-existent deep, general
AI. Zaffold requires technologies already available and in widespread use. Since Zaffold is a conduit and tracker rather
than a content producer, there is a much smaller capital outlay required for startup; users continue to use the digital
learning platforms they love (videos, quizzes, etc) through the Zaffold portal. Ad free, data encrypted and secure.
Privacy guaranteed - teachers can setup their classes with anonymous user IDs for each student.

Who is the Buyer?
The service is available for private purchase by students, but the primary customer is intended to be schools and
school districts.

PHASES OF ROLLOUT
Phase 1 - BC Pilot - App with Universal login through the portal. Track educational activities through content
analytics. Push reports to teacher.
Phase 2 - National/International Rollout
Phase 3 - Recommendation engine (paid add-on) through advanced content and usage analytics. Again, not bluesky; these algorithms exist and are widely in use, such as YouTube’s “up next” recommendation engine, or
Facebook’s curated News Feed.
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Global Target
• Internet connected regions already using online learning technologies (videos, apps, etc.)
• Anglophone in the beginning, easy rollout in other languages.

Market Status
Personalized Learning is a hot trend right now, with internet and technology access only improving. Password
Managers are a new and booming market due to increasing complexity in keeping expanding digital lives secure.

ONLINE EDUCATION PROVIDERS/PLATFORMS:
• Kahoot (app/service) >50 million active monthly users [2]
• Khan Academy (service) >100 million users per year [3]
• Quizlet (app) >50 million active monthly users [4]
• Brain Pop (videos and associated games & quizzes) used in >25% of US schools [5]
• Crash Course (videos) 10,500,000 YouTube subscribers [6]

PROJECTED REVENUE
At a cost of $4.00 per user per month
Phase 1 is a proof of concept pilot study in British Columbia.
• 553,000 public school students, 81,000 independent school students, and over 2,200 home-schooled children [7]
Region

Total Number of Students K-12

BC

Conservative enrolment
estimate @ 1.0%

Annual Cost per
user

5,530 $

553,000

40
$221,200

Projected Revenue - BC Pilot Year 1

Phase 2 is an international rollout, increasing customer base and revenues with little capital requirement for
infrastructure
• No changes needed other than server space. The platform is already built for anglophone use in internetconnected Countries. Easy to adapt portal to other languages.
• Overhead costs include marketing and sales internationally
Region

Total Number of Students K-12 [8] [9]

USA
Canada

Conservative enrolment
estimate @ 0.1%

Annual Cost per
user

77,008,000

77,008 $

40

5,068,587

5,068.587 $

40

Projected North American Annual Revenue

$3,283,063

Phase 3 will increase demand and build customer loyalty through deepening the experience
• advanced recommendation engine does not need to be developed in house - it can be purchased from a
programming contractor and customized by our engineering team.
Beyond:
• Potential use in post-secondary and private workplace training and accreditation - further research and sales/
marketing needed
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Competition
Zaffold works with the well developed learning system - the sector has had years to mature and accumulated tens of
millions of users. Rather than competing for space, Zaffold streamlines access to the pre-existing services and
content providers, and provides intelligent learner progress tracking.

EVA SKILLS TO MAKE IT GREAT
Zaﬀold is currently recruiting for the following roles:
• Software engineering - AI and analytics
• Inter-business relationship liaison - User account synchronization
• Partnership contract negotiator
• School district sales and marketing
• Tech support team lead
• CFO and accounting team

References:
(1) https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/massive-open-online-courses-transformhigher-education-and-science
(2) http://tech.eu/brief/kahoot-1-billion-players/
(3) http://skoll.org/organization/khan-academy/
(4) https://quizlet.com/mission
(5) https://web.archive.org/web/20100111215325/http://www.brainpop.com/support/
images/article_newsday_20070204.pdf
(6) https://socialblade.com/youtube/user/crashcourse
(7) https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/organizational-structure/ministriesorganizations/ministries/education
(8) https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2018/2018070.pdf
(9) https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/dai/smr08/2018/smr08_220_2018
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CHRISTOPHER SPANIS
Founder and COO
Chris is a secondary school teacher in Kamloops, British Columbia, Canada.
He earned a Bachelor of Science in biology and psychology from the
University of Victoria and a Bachelor of Education from the University of British
Columbia. He began his education career in 2014 teaching biology labs at the
University of Victoria and has taught junior math, learning assistance, junior
science, and senior biology on Vancouver Island, in Delta, and Kamloops BC. He
currently teaches photography, graphic design, and sales and marketing running
the school yearbook program, as well as junior science and senior psychology. Chris
impresses upon his students the importance of organization to success; he
founded Zaffold to remove obstacles from the learning path so that the
emphasis would be on content and progression rather than managing
account credentials. Additionally, as a lifelong learner and lover of
knowledge himself, Chris founded Zaffold as a way of best
acknowledging the value of learning by tracking it wherever it
happens and whatever shape it takes.
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